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§ 1. In § 60 of the 2nd part of his "Gastheorie" BOL TZMANN gives 
a condition for the equilibrium between liquid and vapour of a simple 
substance. which. in a somewhat more general way. may be expressed 
thus that the expression 

must be the same in the two phases. 
In this Vb is. per gramme molecule. the space available for a last 

molecule centre amidst the other molecules already present. Ernol the 
potential energy of 1 molecule in relation to the others. kT the double 
of the mean kinetic energy per degree of freedom. As when n represents 
the number of molecules per gramme molecule. n Ernol = 2 Epoto i.e. twice 
the potential energy per gramme molecule. and n k T = R T. hen ce 

Ernol _ 2Epot d' h b d kT- RT' accor mg to tea ove con ition 

2Epo t 

Vb • e - ---yfT 

hence the logarithm of this expression multiplied by - RT. i.e. 

2Epo t - RT log Vb 

must have the same value in the two phases. 
I shall now show th at in general this expression is not quite correct. 

but th at 

àEpot RTl Epot - àv . v-ag Vb • 

should be substituted for it. 
a 

The former expression is in conformity with th is only when Epot = - - . 
v 

which expression BOL TZMANN also uses in the § mentioned. 

§ 2. Let us first follow the course taken by BOL TZMANN. 
When 1 gramme molecule of liquid coexists with 1 gramme molecule 
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of vapour, and we bring one more molecule inside the space in which 
the two phases are found, a volume (Vb)1 is available in the liquid, a 
volume (vbb in the vapour for the centre of this molecule. 

If there were no cohesion, the ratio between these available volumes 
would be at the same time the ratio of the chances that, with given 
position of the other molecules, the last molecule would be in the liquid 
or in the vapour. 

BOL TZMANN multipiies the ratio of the available volumes on account 
of the prevailing attractive forces by 

to arrive at the ratio of chance mentioned. 
In this he interchanges, however, the potential energy Emol ot some 

molecule in one of the two phases with the potential energy of the last 
molecule which we think admitted extra with given position of the other 
molecules. It is this latter energy that we must take into account for 
the ratio of probability, and in general this energy is not equal to Emol. 

We have much sooner to do here with the increase of energy at 
constant volume (and constant temperature) when the number of mole~ 
cules in the volume v is brought from n to n + 1 than with the energy 
per molecule I) . 

This increase of energy, (à;~ot) v' may be expressed by the aid of 

(à;;)n· 
For when the number of molecules is changed from n to xn, and at 

the same time the volume from v to xv, the potenti~l energy becomes 
XEpot• hence it increases by (x-l )Epot. For x = 1 + dx this increase becomes, 
therefore, dEpot = Epot dx. Further dn is then = ndx and dv = vdx. Now 
(T being constant) we have the following equation: 

d - (àEpot) d + (à
EPot) d Epot- àn n àv v, 

v n 

hence: 

and therefore: 

(
aEPot) _ ~ ~ _ (àEPot) ~ an - n Epot àv v. 

v n 

With this value for the potential energy of the last molecule it is 

I) I do not assign much cogency to the reasoning given in this §. I only give it to 
show. where and how BOLTZMANN·s derivation must be modified to arrive at the correct 
result. More co gent proofs follow in § 3 and § 4. 
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found that the chances that this molecule is in one phase or in the 
other, are to each other as the values of the expression 

àepot 
e t---U 

po àu 

Ub • e 
- --n-k-T--

The number of molecules in liquid and vapour being to each other 
in the same ratio as these chances. and these numbers having the same 
value (for we took a gramme molecule of both). the latter expression. 
hence also 

must be equal in the two phases. 

§ 3. In a stricter way than in the preceding § we can arrive at the 
same result by the aid of GIBBS's statistical method. as it has been applied 
by ORNSTEIN to molecular problems. 

Starting from the question as to which is the most frequent system 
divided into two homogeneous phases, from a canonical ensemble with 
modulus (J. ORNSTEIN finds as one of the conditions for this system. 
that the first derivative f' (n) of a certain function ((n) of the number 
of molecules n per cm3 must have the same value in the two phases. 
This function is: 

w an2 1) 
{(n) = n log n+ 2(J 

In this w is in relation to our Ub in a way to be specified later; 
an2 

- 2 has been simply substituted for the potential energy per cm3
• hence 

the more general form of the function is: 

{(n) = n log ~- epo(Jt. 
n u 

It follows from this that: 

f' (n) = d (n log w) _ log n -1 _ ~. aepot • 
dn u(J àn 

Now. however. w is in relation with Ub according to the equation: 

d (ndlog w) = log ~ 2) . 
n u 

while: 

1) Appl. de la mécanique statistique de GIBBS. Arch. Néerl. S. III A, t. ot (1918), 
p. 262 et seq. 

2) Cf. Ioc. cito p. 230. 
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and as -log v -log n = -log n is the same in both cases. and n () = RT. 
our condition becomes that 

I 1 ( (lepot) og Vb - RT epot - àv . v • 

hence also 

àEpot RTL epot - àv . v-ag Vb 

must have the same value in the two phases. 

§ 4. BOLTZMANN shows loc. cito that. 
a 

when epot = - - and 
v 

Vb = V ( 1 - 2 ~ + : ~ ::) is put. and for the pressure the value corre~ 

sponding to these values is assumed. i.e. p = RT(l + ~ + ~8 b:) - a2 • 
v v v v 

the condition of equilibrium derived by him. aft er development of the 
b2 

logarithm to the term 2" inclusive. assumes the same form as the so~ 
v 

". 
called rule of MAXWELL: p (V2 - VI) Jp dv. 

", 
In this case the expression 2Epo' - RT log Vb yields the same value as 

the thermodynamic potential pv - Jp dv. provided no pure temperature 

term is introduced into the second expression. 
I will now show that wh en the potential energv is left undetermined. 

and also the development according to ~. which is questionable for the 
v 

liquid phase. is omitted. the thermodynamic potential is accurately equal. 
with the exception of a temperature term. to the expression which I 
substituted for that of BOL TZMANN. 

It is known th at : 

J à (e - T1]) 
pv - p dv = E - T1] - -av-- . v 

Wh en the kinetic energy is omitted as a pure function of the tem~ 
perature. this becomes: 

For the calculation of 1] we can follow the way indicated by BOL TZMANN 

in § 61. Hence we put: 

1] =Rm log W. 
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m is the mass of a molecule (in connection with the notation adopted 
by us to be expressed in gramme molecules), W, the "probability of the 
state", consists of a temperature factor, which we may leave out of 
consideration here, and further of a factor indicating the number of the 
possibilities of distributing our n molecules over the space v, and which 
is put equal' to the product of the volumes which the n molecules, 
brought each separately into the space, have at their disposal at the 
moment that they have been brought into it. 

Hence if we represent by 2 vmby the space occupied by the distance 
spheres of these molecules, which have a joint mass vm, wh en already 
v molecules have been brought into the volume v, then, disregarding the 
temperature factor: 

n-I 

W = II (v - 2 v m by) 
=0 

and therefore, disregarding a temperature term: 
n-I 

'IJ = R m .4 log (v - 2 v m b,). 
,=0 

From this formula follows: 

(~~ ). R m log (v - 2 n m bn) 

or more simply: 

(~~)v-Rm log Vb. 

In an analogous way as in § 2 for the energy a relation is now derived 

between (~~).and (~~}. It is then found that: 

(~~}v=R+'IJ-(~~): n. I
). 

Hence: 

(~~ \v = R + 'IJ - R m n log Vb = R + 'IJ - R log Vb 

and therefore, with omission of temperature terms: 

T ( 'IJ - ~~ . v) = RT log Vb 

and finally: 

pv --fp dv = Epot - à;~ot • V - RT log Vb • 

I) The term Rappears in consequence of the fact that the entropy deflned in the above 
way is not simply multiplied by x wh en the volume and the number of molecules are 
made x times greater. Then the entropy becomes 'I (x) = " . 11 + Rx log x. With increase of 
x from 1 to 1 + dx we then get d'l = (R + ,,) d". 




